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Message from the Chair
County Commission Republicans
Engaged in Radical Partisan
Gerrymandering
By Alex Piland, DPSC Chair

There is so
much
happening, I
hardly know
where to
begin. Most egregiously, the
Republican majority Sandoval
County Commission got it
wrong— again!

partisan political redistricting
and create a bi-partisan
redistricting commission.”

Many turned out for the
presentation of the racistly
drafted Sandoval County
Commission redistricting
maps wherein the Native
American communities in our
county are shoved into one
district. This results in a weak
plurality of less than 44
percent and diminishes the
voice of Native communities
in our county. For shame!

Go to Sandovaldemocrats.org
for information regarding our
efforts to stop this outrageous
action of the Republicans on
the Sandoval County
Commission.

Hmmmm. It appears that
bipartisanship is only
applicable when the
Republicans are in the
minority.

What’s more, Adair’s social
media opposition to
supporting Indigenous
People’s Day tells us all who
he is, what he is, and grossly
depicts his personal politics.

The Sandoval County
Commission is using our taxes
to pay an ousted Republican
Senator from Hagerman, Rod
Adair. Adair was once touted
as being a cosponsor of
“legislation to eliminate

Contact the Republican
members of the Commission
via telephone and email
here https://www.sandovalco
untynm.gov/commission/. Let
them know that you support
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equitable districting in our
county.

constructed redistricting
maps. And attend Vice Chair
Isaac Chavez’s presentation
on December 7 for a more indepth explanation.

Also, turn out for the
Sandoval County Commission
meeting on December 9 to
give public comment on the
vote for these poorly
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Help Team Teresa!

Calling all Sandoval Democrats! Team Teresa is gearing up for
the 2022 election cycle and we need your help. The
redistricting process has pushed a key portion of our campaign
timeline—petition collection, preparation for, and participation in
the pre-primary convention—into the first three months of 2022.
January through March of 2022 will be a hectic three months. We
want to get organized and ready to hit the ground running now,
so that we are ready come January 1st!
Ahora es cuando to volunteer! If you are willing to help as a
Petition Captain, signature collector, data volunteer, or run
as a delegate for pre-primary, fill out this google form
today. If you have any questions, please reach out via email to
our Political Coordinator Kat at kcook@teresaforall.com or by
phone at (505)819-0574. We will be hosting information sessions
later this year.
Volunteer Interest Form: https://forms.gle/CBtUXKXkcvBjoiC26
Volunteer Role Descriptions
Petition Captain Overview:
Petition Captains will act as leaders in their counties/communities
to collect petition signatures for Teresa Leger Fernandez (NM03)
and get her back on the ballot for the 2022 election cycle.
Responsibilities include:
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•

Managing and communicating with volunteers who are
collecting signatures.
o

o

Training volunteers on how to properly fill out
petition forms.
Making sure that volunteers are aware of and
attending local events.

•

Collecting, and checking that petition forms are filled out
correctly. Mailing completed forms back to or dropping
them off with Kat.

•

Attending weekly meetings via Zoom with Kat and other
Petition Captains to report back numbers of signatures
collected, hear campaign updates, and bring any
questions or issues back to the campaign.

Signature Collector Overview:
Signature Collectors will collect signatures to help get Teresa
Leger Fernandez (NM03) re-elected in 2022! Responsibilities
include:
•

Collecting signatures from registered democrats in the
district.
o

•

This can be done at local events, by canvassing,
or just by talking with family, friends, and
neighbors.

Reporting numbers and returning completed forms to
their county Petition Captain, or directly to the
campaign.
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Land Acknowledgment

Land Acknowledgement
We as the Democratic Party of Sandoval County recognize that Sandoval
County is located on the ancestral land of Indigenous People. We
acknowledge and honor our land caretakers and commit to retain and
advocate for the traditions and cultural knowledge Indigenous People
have practiced since time immemorial.

Click image for full text of Land Acknowledgement
by Leah Ahkee-Baczkiewicz.
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Making A Difference in Sandoval County
County Commissioner Advances the Safety and
Well-Being of County Residents . . . and Our Pets
By Katherine Bruch, Sandoval County Commissioner, District 1

I took
office on
January 1,
2019, and
hit the
ground
running by
sponsoring a resolution in
support of state legislation to
fund spay and neuter
programs. Since that time, I
have worked hard for the
residents of District 1 and
those of Sandoval County.

assisted the Town of Bernalillo
by having an ambulance
stationed in the town to
provide faster response times
by paramedics, and I worked
to create a fire district that
better serves the Town of
Cochiti, Pena Blanca, and Sile.
I worked to locate the new
Fire Administration building in
the Town of Bernalillo on
Route 550, which saved the
county money and gives Fire
and Rescue enough space for
offices and training facilities.

I spearheaded the creation of
the first animal shelter in
Sandoval County and am
continuing to work to develop
a permanent facility.

The issue of sand and gravel
mining has been a longstanding problem for
residents in Placitas, Algodones, Bernalillo, and the
Pueblos of Santa Ana and San
Felipe. I am continuing to
collaborate with congressional
representatives and senators
to enact legislation that would
prohibit any mining on the
Buffalo Tract.

I led the effort for Sandoval
County Fire and Rescue and
the Sheriff’s Office to obtain
new equipment and upgrades
to communications, which has
led to faster response times
and better levels of service. I
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I have also provided county
funding for a number of
programs and local entities,
including:

I am also a board member of
the New Mexico Association of
Counties and sit on the
Agriculture, Public Lands and
Natural
Resources
Committee.

Rebuilding
Together
Sandoval.
CASA
Partners 4
NM Kids.
Sandoval
County
Historical
Society.
Placitas
Community
Library.

As most of you
know, I am
running for reelection to the
Sandoval County
Commission,
District 1. The
district
boundaries may
change in
the next month, but I am
confident that the district will
still contain the Town of
Bernalillo, the Placitas area,
and some of the surrounding
areas.

And I am in the process of
distributing funds to: the
Algodones Water District;
Pena Blanca Water District;
the Town of Bernalillo; the
Town of Cochiti Lake; the San
Antonio de las Huertos Land
Grant; and Las Acequias de
Placitas.

I can't win this election
without your help. We will be
needing volunteers and
financial contributions. Please
go to my website at
www.katherinebruch4sandova
lcountycommission.com
for more information.

I serve as a board member of
the Mid Region Council of
Governments and sit on the
Water Resources Committee.
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Special Section on Sandoval County
Commission Redistricting
Republican County Commissioners Set to Impose
Radically Gerrymandered Redistricting Maps
Join our Zoom: Republican-inspired maps got it
wrong, Democrats tell why, propose alternative
Isaac Chavez, vice-chair of the Democratic Party of Sandoval County,
will talk about the problems with the proposed maps creating new
Sandoval County Commission Districts. They represent an attempt to
create Republican leaning districts for three of the five seats on the
commission.
Public comments remain open on the Sandoval County website.
The County Commission is expected to vote on the new districts at its
December 9 meeting.
Public comments and attendance at the December meeting are
encouraged.
Please join us for this information meeting.
Topic: No to Gerrymandering
Time: Dec 7, 2021 06:00 PM Mountain Time (US and Canada)
Join Zoom Meeting
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/85678817838?pwd=ektYMUlRVFZqYWlSW
UVwam42OTh5Zz09
Meeting ID: 856 7881 7838
Passcode: 451119
The following pages are guest opinion pieces and letters to the editor
written by Sandoval County Democrats. They provide information on
what is being proposed and the impact of the gerrymandered maps.
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Proposed Redistricting Plans
Are an Injustice
By Laura M. Montoya, Former Sandoval County Treasurer and Candidate for
State Treasurer
Re-printed from the Rio Rancho Observer with permission.

The Nov.
18
Sandoval
County
Commission
meeting
seemed no different from the
times we had to fight right-towork-for-less and fracking
proposals.
Small and tribal
communities
filled the room
because they
were most
impacted by the
mapping that
was done by
GOP contractor,
Rod Adair.

the river more than 20 miles
away.
This gerrymandering and
divisiveness would make
three of the county
commission districts so
Republican-leaning that the
minority of people within
those districts as well as the
other two districts become
voiceless.

“Adair literally
told me that he
was not going to
speak to Native
leaders regarding
their concerns.”

Currently, two
of the three
seats held by
Republican
commissioners
are swing
districts.

Swing districts are healthy
because the people wanting to
serve in that district must
listen to all their concerns to
find common ground.

My purpose of writing is to
share the injustice of the
maps created by splitting up
small communities in two or
three parts, like Bernalillo and
Placitas, and throwing
Corrales in a district across

The injustice of process. To
use the delay in receiving the
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census data as an excuse to
not contact the communities
in which you are redistricting
is appalling!

They are setting up one
county commissioner for
failure by making them travel
the largest part of our district
to reach out to 12 tribal
governments.

Adair literally told me that he
was not going to speak to
Native leaders regarding their
concerns.

And to those that don’t care
about fair representation and
every constituent having a
voice, keep in mind that the
economic success of Sandoval
County is in part because of
tribal communities.

As a contractor, it is his
responsibility to bring as
many people to the table to
have the most perspective for
a better outcome.

They own and hire many
county residents at their three
casinos, gas stations, resorts
— some that are big enough
to use for large national and
international conferences —
five golf courses and many
other amenities and
infrastructure that bring in
gross receipts tax, jobs and
thousands of tourists/visitors,
which allows other business to
prosper.

You don’t get paid by our tax
dollars to force your agenda
down our throats and think
it’s OK.
Adair didn’t reach out to our
mayors of our smaller
communities for their
perspective, either.
We have more pueblos in
Sandoval County than
anywhere in New Mexico,
three Navajo chapters and the
Apaches.

They also help with countytribal partnerships like fire
and police safety.

Adair’s proposal is for all
Native people to be lumped
into one district. They are
currently in two commission
districts.

These maps and whoever
supports them are saying,
“We want all that you Natives
bring to our economic
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prosperity, but we don’t want
you to have a voice.”

If not done fairly, the
alternative is that they are
going to get sued again and
we as taxpayers are going to
have to foot the bill.

It’s scandalous that one of
them is even running for
governor!
The county commission will be
voting on a map during their
Dec. 9 meeting.
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Republican Commissioners Pursue
Ruthless Power Grab
By Isaac Chavez, Vice Chair, DPSC

At the last
Sandoval
County
Commission
meeting,
Rod Adair,
President,
New Mexico
Demographic
Research, presented four maps
for establishing new commission
districts for the next decade.

Such radical change requires
substantial justification, and
Adair attempted to offer one. He
asserted the current maps
“crack” or disperse Natives in
order to diminish their voting
power and claimed his maps
give Natives a district they can
influence.

Sandoval County does have a
long history of ignoring or
attacking its Native
communities.
All represent
But Native
“Adair never actually
a radical
Americans are
bothered to talk to anyone
departure
important to
from a pueblo or chapter
from
this county.
house. Perhaps if he did,
previous
Their success
he would appreciate these
districts. All
is Sandoval’s
connections and
had one
success,
relationships.”
district
whether
containing
through their
nearly all of Sandoval County’s
businesses and financial
Native American population.
institutions, or their unique and
From Torreon and Jicarilla, to
vibrant cultures. Sandoval’s
Kewa, Cochiti, and San Felipe,
Native communities
all or nearly all of the many
unquestionably deserve a say in
distinct pueblos and Native
how this county is run. Do any
groups were to be placed
of Mr. Adair’s proposals truly
together, regardless of their
give them that say? They do
consent, geography, or
not.
connections to other areas of
our county.
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If the more than 18,000
American Indian or Alaskan
Native peoples in the county
were concentrated into one
district, they would constitute a
61 percent majority. But it’s
impossible for Adair to create
such a district. Not all Natives
live on the pueblos; many live in
the cities and outlying areas. So,
Adair creates a district
encompassing all pueblos and
chapter houses giving Natives a
weak plurality. Obviously, this
approach places Natives in one
corner of one district so they
can be ignored.

whole of the commission. Adair’s
district guarantees that the
commission remains under the
permanent control of one party.
Is this listening to Natives?
Wouldn’t Natives, like everyone
else in the county, want districts
based around their infrastructure and residences? Native
Americans have been a constant
presence in my life. They are so
familiar that when I travel out of
state, I feel the absence of their
culture. Their children attend
school with our children, they
shop in our town, and we work
at their businesses. Myriad
relationships cross reservation
boundaries.

The term for this is “packing,”
for which Adair offered a
numerical definition—placing 80
percent or more of a group in
one district. He then facetiously
waved away the concern about
packing by saying that the
concentrated district only
totaled 43 percent Native.

When someone draws a line
across these very real human
connections, I question what
they actually know about the
county. Adair never actually
bothered to talk to anyone from
a pueblo or chapter house.
Perhaps if he did, he would
appreciate these connections
and relationships. Perhaps this
could have been an opportunity
for Sandoval County to actually
listen to its Native communities.
But I suspect he and the
Republican commissioners he
represents never actually cared.

Taking Sandoval County as a
whole, Adair has indeed placed
over 80 percent of its Native
population in one district. But
under the Voting Rights Act,
such a district must have above
50 percent of a given minority
group of voting age. None of Mr.
Adair’s maps come even close.
You must also consider the
effect this extreme
gerrymandering will have on the
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Sneaky Shenanigans in Sandoval County Redistricting
By Bert Cox, Sandoval County Democrat, Corrales
Copyright ©2021, The Paper

“purple.” In the 2020
One of my
presidential election, 55%
core beliefs
went for Biden, but more
is that bad
often votes are closer to a 50things
50 split between Republicans
happen
and Democrats. The current
when
County Commission is divided
nobody is
between three Republican and
looking. Right now bad things
two Democratic
are about to happen in
commissioners. Districts 1
Sandoval County, the fourth
and 5 tend to vote
largest county in New
Democratic. Districts 3 and 4
Mexico. While the rest of us
are usually solidly Republican.
are worried about COVID,
District 2 has been a swing
Thanksgiving,
district in the
Build Back
past, although
“Apparently, the
Better, and
in the past two
Commission, especially
redistricting at
election cycles
Chairman David Heil,
the state and
it has been
thought it could sneak
this through without
national level,
won by Trump
anybody looking.”
the Sandoval
enthusiast and
County
current
Commission is
Republican
trying to work
current for
quietly and without fanfare to
governor, Jay Block.
gerrymander the county’s
Until last week, I had never
commission districts for a
given a thought to
permanent Republican
redistricting County
majority.
Commission districts. I am
pretty sure that 99+% of
Sandoval County is generally
Americans are in the same
assumed by politicos to be
boat. Then someone pointed
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out to me what was going on
in the commission. The
Sandoval Commission had
hired a “demographic
consulting
company”
run/owned by
former GOP
State Senator
Rod Adair, to
come up with
potential plans
to redistrict
the county.

His main strategy is to tear
the Village of Corrales, whole
or in part, out of the very
compact District 2 and attach
it to Placitas,
across the Rio
Grande, 20 miles
away. His other
strategy is to
“pack” the
widely-dispersed
Native American
population (seven
Native pueblos
and all or
portions of six
Tribal
entities/lands)
into one giant
district over 3,000 square
miles in area. Mr. Adair claims
he did this to protect the
voting power of “Indians” (his
words). Somehow he forgot to
ask any of the Native
American communities what
they actually wanted and
whether this proposal was
acceptable to the majority of
them. (Judging by the
Native turnout at last night’s
meeting, it is not.) Finally, he
massacres the small town of
Bernalillo and divides it into
as many as three different
commission districts.

The core
strategy
behind Mr.
Adair’s plans is
to “pack” all Democratic
voters into two districts and
Republican voters into the
other three. He does this by
ignoring many of the rules
that govern redistricting:
keeping districts
geographically compact,
minimizing the number of split
political subdivisions,
preserving the cores of
previous districts, and
protecting and taking into
account the concerns of likeminded communities within
whole districts without
splitting them between
districts.
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Apparently, the Commission,
especially Chairman David
Heil, thought it could sneak
this through without anybody
looking. The plans were set to
be presented at the Sandoval
County Commission meeting
on November 18, but when
Chairman Heil found out that
local Democratic, Native
American, other grassroots
groups, and individual
concerned citizens were
planning on attending the
meeting, he sent out a
hyperbolic plea to local
Republicans to fight back,
tarring Commissioner Kathy
Bruch in the process. Per the
email sent out to Sandoval
Republicans, “The Bruch plan
is being presented as the fair
plan however only a far-left
Democrat could be so
delusional that they can think
the plan is fair to anyone but
themselves.” By the way,
there is no “Bruch plan”.
There was another plan,
presented by a local
citizen, Isaac Chavez, that
followed all of the redistricting
principles and that
Commissioner Bruch had.
nothing to do with. In last
night’s meeting, Chairman
Heil spent 15 minutes crossexamining Mr. Chavez like

Johnny Cochran defending
O.J. Simpson.
Although no voting has yet
happened, it is apparent that
the Republican commissioners
(David Heil, Jay Block and
Michael Meek) are resolved to
ram through these egregious
gerrymanders. Commissioner
Block’s statement at the end
of the meeting’s public
comment period
was “elections have
consequences,” which I
interpreted to mean, “we
really don’t give a hoot what
all of you whiners have to
say…We are doing it our way.”
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GOP Redistricting Plans Are
Unfair, inequitable
By Judith Gordon, DPSC Secretary
Re-printed from the Rio Rancho Observer with permission

The commission’s Republicans are
attempting to draw district
boundaries that are purposely
designed to not achieve fair and
equitable representation for
everyone.

At the start
of the recent
county
commission
meeting, we
all said the
pledge of
allegiance.

Instead, the plans are a shameless
power grab designed to entrench
minority Republican rule for years
to come.

But based on the redistricting plans
that were presented by former GOP
State Sen. Rod
Adair on behalf
The county
of the
commission is
“On behalf of Sandoval
Republican
the closest
County citizens, Isaac
commissioners,
level of
Chavez offered an
it is hard to avoid
government to
alternative plan that,
asking: To what
the people, so
in contrast, is fair,
did the
the plan that is
equitable and,
Republican
chosen will
importantly,
commissioners
impact the daily
nonpartisan.”
pledge their
lives of
allegiance? Was
everyone in
it to the flag —
Sandoval
our symbol of democracy and unity
County.
— or to the Republican party and
the naked abuse of power?
However, the Republican plans rip
apart small, cohesive communities
The Republican plans are radical
such as Bernalillo, Placitas and in
partisan gerrymandering at its
one instance, Corrales, and they
worst.
relegate voters of color to districts
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meticulously crafted to negate their
political power.

Titled the Fair Plan, it follows
accepted redistricting rules and
practices, and it does not favor one
political party over the other.

They fracture Hispanic communities
across multiple districts, and they
improperly concentrate Native
Americans in a single district.

The Fair Plan incorporates partisan
and racial fairness, it maintains
community boundaries and it
respects communities of interest.

The Republican plans are
intentionally designed to suppress
the voices of those who aren’t
Republicans.

Simply put, the Fair Plan respects
democracy, and it respects the
voters of Sandoval County.

They provide no incentive
whatsoever for Republican
commissioners to reach out to
minority, independent and
Democratic voters.

The gerrymandered Republican
plans were developed without
consultation with key stakeholders.
These plans fold, spindle and
mutilate our communities almost
beyond recognition.

The plans allow the needs of unfavored constituents to be ignored
without any fear of consequences.

I urge those in Sandoval County
who care about democracy to tell
their commissioner to use the plan
put forth by Mr. Chavez as the
basis for developing a genuinely
fair, equitable and nonpartisan plan
in consultation with county
stakeholders.

In other words, they eliminate real
accountability for these
commissioners.
On behalf of Sandoval County
citizens, Isaac Chavez offered an
alternative plan that, in contrast, is
fair, equitable and, importantly,
nonpartisan.
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Executive Committee Update

New Ward Maps Are Coming to Sandoval County
By Judy Gordon, DPSC Secretary

Because of the rapid growth
of Sandoval County, our ward
structure no longer serves us
well. The current maps are
inequitable, geographically
unsound, and do not
adequately represent the
communities that should have
a presence within our county
party.

solicited their feedback. Isaac
will make another Zoom
presentation to the CCC prior
to their vote on whether to
accept the proposed maps.

With elections fast
approaching, there was much
discussion on whether we
should
acquire office
In developing their ward
Under the
space for the
structure, county parties should
leadership of
election
strive for reasonable size equity
Vice Chair
season.
based
either
on
population
or
Isaac Chavez,
While it
Democratic
registration.
the Executive
would be
Consideration
should
be
given
to
Committee has
great to have
natural boundaries (mountains,
developed a
a central
rivers, etc.), infrastructure,
proposed ward
location to
limitations (roads, bridges, etc.)
structure that
meet and
increases the
coordinate
and communities of interest.
number of
campaign
Individual precincts shall not be
wards from 5
activities, the
split between wards.
to 13 and
pandemic
addresses the
and other
--Rules of the Democratic Party
issues with our
factors make
of New Mexico
existing maps.
this
not be split between
problematic
wards.
Isaac presented the proposal
in the near term. The
at an informational meeting
committee therefore will defer
-- Rules of the Democratic
on Zoom for County
Central
the decision until more is
Party
of New Mexico
Committee (CCC) members
known.
on November 7 and
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In order to effectively support
county and municipal
candidates for office, the
committee has developed an
application. Candidates
seeking support will be asked
to provide a campaign plan
that covers fundraising, a
voter contact/identification
plan, and their Get Out the
Vote (GOTV) effort. They will
also be asked to describe their
qualifications, identify the
principal campaign issues,
and explain how their
positions align with the
platform of the Democratic
Party of New Mexico. Contact
Chair Alex Piland or Vice Chair
Isaac Chavez for more
information.

Finally, we won’t be hosting a
First Friday or Second
Saturday event in December
because of the holidays. We
will also skip January’s First
Friday because it falls on the
day of New Year’s Eve.
The Executive Committee
wishes you and your loved
ones the happiest of holidays!

Contact Isaac Chavez
ichavez@gmail.com
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Miss Information
No Child Should Go to Bed Hungry
By Judy Gordon, DPSC Secretary

With
poverty
being
the
most
immediate
cause of
hunger
and New Mexico one of the
poorest states in the country,
it is nevertheless shocking
and insupportable that over a
quarter of New Mexico’s
children face food insecurity.

percentage points from preCOVID-19 levels. The rate of
food insecurity in Sandoval
County is 22 percent, an
increase of nearly 5 percentage points over prepandemic levels.

Definitions
Food Insecurity: Limited or uncertain
access to adequate food for an active,
healthy life due to lack of money or other
resources.
Hunger: A potential consequence of food
insecurity that, because of prolonged
involuntary lack of food, results in
discomfort, illness, weakness, or pain that
goes beyond the usual uneasy sensation.

Inspired by the tireless work
of the Sandoval County
Federation of Democratic
Women (SCFDW) to Feed Rio
Rancho Kids, Miss Information
dug into the problem of
childhood hunger in our state.

Food Desert: Geographic area of at least
1 mile (in urban settings) or 10 miles (in
rural ) from the nearest supermarket or
large grocery store.
Source: New Mexico Voices for Children
https://www.nmvoices.org/wpcontent/uploads/2021/03/Food-Insecurity-RptSept-2021-update.pdf (accessed November 29,
2021)

New Mexico is ranked 50 in
food security by the U.S.
Dept. of Agriculture.
According to New Mexico
Voices for Children, 26
percent of New Mexico’s
children currently face food
insecurity, an increase of four
22

Food insecurity results largely
from New Mexico’s high
poverty rate. New Mexicans
experiencing poverty are
disproportionately Black,
Native American, and
Hispanic. Low-income New
Mexican families spend an
average of one-third of their
income on food, while
households earning more
than $70,000 spend a much
lower 4 percent. As a result,
low-income households
frequently have to decide
whether to buy food or use
their limited resources to
satisfy other basic needs such
as paying for rent, utilities, or
health care.

Source:

USDA Economic Research Service
https://www.ers.usda.gov/topics/foodnutrition-assistance/food-security-in-theus/key-statistics-graphics.aspx (accessed
November 29, 2021)

Lack of adequate nutrition in
childhood sets the stage for a
lifetime of problems. Food
insecurity and hunger impair
children’s physical health,
leading to higher rates of
hospitalization and chronic
health conditions. It also
harms mental health and
behavior, causing problems in
school, interpersonal
relationships, and other
important aspects of everyday
life.

In 2015, over 40 percent of
Sandoval County residents
lived in food deserts, areas
where food is harder to
obtain. Lack of fresh produce
and a diet of low-quality,
highly processed foods are
associated with chronic
diseases such as obesity,
diabetes, heart disease, and
cancer. Added sugars such as
high-fructose corn syrup are
particularly harmful.

Inadequate nutrition puts
children on a path to
becoming less educated, less
healthy, and less prosperous
adults.

School lunch and breakfast
programs help keep children
from going hungry, as do
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Federal nutrition programs
such as SNAP, the
Supplemental Nutrition
Assistance Program (formerly
called food stamps).

press for economic
development that will lift New
Mexicans out of poverty and a
robust safety net so that no
child goes hungry in the
richest country on earth.

The more generous and
inclusive child tax credit
provision of the American
Rescue Plan has significantly
reduced child hunger but will
expire at the end of the year
if Congress does not renew it.

For a comprehensive analysis
of childhood hunger in New
Mexico, see New Mexico
Voices for Children, Ending
Childhood Food Insecurity in
New Mexico, Derek Lin MPH,
March 2021.

Numerous state programs
also mitigate child hunger,
and food banks and other
nonprofit organizations are
dedicated to hunger relief.
But none of these efforts are
enough. We must continue to
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Democracy: Not A Spectator Sport
Volunteer Opportunities and Contacts

Volunteer Opportunities and Contacts
•

Run for Office or Precinct Chair—contact Isaac Chavez at
icvez9@gmail.com.

•

Communications Team and Data Analysis Team—contact Delbert
Schafer at schafer42@gmail.com.

•

Fundraising and Event Planning—contact Karen Schafer at
karenjean44@gmail.com.

•

Research Team—contact Ann Kepley at ann.kepley@gmail.com .

•

Videography/Event Streaming—contact June Anglin at
juneeanglin@gmail.com .
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